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The Political Science Depart- For many of us, a part of him 
ment and the entire Bridgewater will always remain inside our 
State College community are hearts, as we carry on reaping 
deeply saddened by the recent the benefits of the knowledge he 
loss of a dedicated professor, Dr. . instilled within us. He leaves as 
Robert A. Larson, who passed his legacy a multitude of present 
away on Thursday, April 18, and previous students whose 
1985. beliefs and knowledge are based 
Professor Larson taught here in part on Dr. Larson's teach-
at Bridgewater for fifteen years in gs. We are greatful for the time 
and served as the first chairper- he had to share himself with us. 
son of _the Political Science and He will never be forgott_en. 
Economics Department. His 
quest for knowledge was an 
inspiration to his colleagues and 
students alike, enabling them to 
perceive more fully their aca-
demic endeavors. To this 
devoted husband, \ntellectual 
Sympathy cards made be sent to: 
Mrs. Robert Larson 
934 Washington St. 







Two invalid elections were 
conducted this week. The first, 
which was held on Tuesday, 
April 23 was' the election of 
members to sit on the Appellate 
Board. The Appellate Board 
hears cases presented by res !dent 
students who wish to appeal 
decisions made by respective 
domitory judicial boards. The 
election was declared invalid as a 
result of fhe change of election 
dates unbeknownst to many of 
the resident student candidates. 
New elections will be held Mon-
day, April 29th from4:30-6:30 in 
must bid farewell. 'r:~1'•+'"'·'~~,i·fii lht Hift 
Student Government prim.ary · 




FEW THINGS ... 
With my. third year of college tbrs of this paper. Getting money "25%", and they'd say, "5%"; days together- you start living 
winding steadily" down, a feeling, from the S.G.A.- if you're a we'd say "20%", and they'd say for the buzz. You wake up in the 
familiar from the two previous · member of a student organiza- "I 0% "; and then some happy morning feeling so terrible that 
Aprils, has returned. I figure ti on you already know this- is medium would be struck around you think your only alternative 
most of the people on this cam- like pulling teeth. I mean, you'd 15%. But that's not how it went. is to get drunk again. So you do. 
pus are currently e.xperiencing think it was actually their When we said "25%", they And the next day, the same thing 
some variation of this. It's only money! It isn't. That money said "No". End of story. This happens .. The bender is· born, 
natural. comes from you, the studems. type of rigid behavior Jeads to a and a real bender is hard as hell 
THE END: For all of us, the The S.G.A. seems to be forget- maintaining of the status quo. In to get out of. You start being 
end of something approaches; ting this. this case, the status quo is not proud of it: "Yeah, and I been 
for graduating seniors, it is the When student organizations perfect. Student organizations ·· drunk for six days straight now." 
end of a unique lifestyle; for the want some more cash to expand need· money to improve their You go into the bottle- it 
rest, it is the end of the same, but and improve their programs, programs, be.cause improved doesn't go into you. You start to 
only for three months. Any way. you'd figuretheS.G.A. would be programs would lead to need it, really need it. You get 
you look at it, the end is near. sympathetic to their causes. This improved participation. That's hooked. And when you crash, 
One question: what are you_ is definately not the case. Here good. That is change and you crash hard.- Sometimes 
going to do with the rest of this are a few examples: growth. These_ are -~ealthy. Cur- you're left to pick up all the pie-
year? Are you going to commit The Bridgewater ArtsReview, rently, the S.G:A. and its leader- ces ,all by yourself. because 
and President of the Class of 88 
were declared invalid after it was 
discovered that the election box 
was found' unlocked 'in SGA 
president Denis Lawrence's , 
office. Apparently, Lawrences' 
-keys were left on the desk of 
SGA secretary Roz Morrison. 
On Thursday morning it was dis-
covered that the keys to Lawreri-
ces' office, the file cabinet 
containing SGA files, and the 
key that locked the election bal-
lot box were all missing from the 
key ring. All of Lawrences' per-
sonal keys were left remaining 
on the key ring. 
According, to Ele_ctions 
Director Jacqui Gravel, Law-
rence and Anne Mclaughlin, 
Sargeant at Arms, unlocked the 
SGA Pesident's office door on 
Friday morning and found the' 
Cont. on page 11 
yuourself to the scholarly pur- which gives writers of poetry ship are stagnarit; they are not you've scared everyone else 
suits of academic end.eavors that and fiction on this campus a gr9wing, nof,, changing. The away. And when you've got all ........ - .................. . 
. coUege provides? Are you going place to "test the water:s", had t6 name of theit, game seems to be those pieces to pick. up- all by 
to start blowing off classes and claw and scratch so hard toget control: total, absolute co11trol yourself:- there are only two 
spend more time hanging. out the money they need to operate of the most potentially dynamic . things you .can do:· pick 'em up, 
with the friends you've made this next year that th~ir fingertips are · 'ancf effective~~fnstitution that we · or. go back to where things can't 
year? Are you going to just drift still bleeding. '1 students .. have'. So much good get to you- in the bottle. ' 
along because you're beat and The EnsembleTheatre, which could come if the S.G}A. would There are but a few weeks left 
getting kind of sick of this whole provides a dramatic outlet for · only w Ork ~ with ~tu dent to this semester. Everyone will 
routine/ scene? the young actors and actresses organizations.:.:· and students:"""- have a lot to do: lots of tests,. lots 
My point is this: think about · on this campus, gotabqut half of instead ofkeepingth.~iJiJl1JSjJ1ess of parties, lots of people to say· 
it. The year's almost thro:ugh. what theY. were looking for. , to the'mselves, focked upstairs in goodbye to. There's time for it 
Make the best of what's left of it. And finally, my. own beloved the Senate Chambers-"- or in the alt But the time goes fast when 
For me, the end of something Comment provides an enlighten- ballot box ·that won't stay :you're days and nights melt into 
makes- me stop, look around, ing illustration. When our edi- locked. Who ari .they afraid of? fl. cycle, and whole weeks turn to 
and ·take stock of the current tors went before the S.G.A. last Catching the Buzz: Alcohol is blurred, regretable memories. 
situation. I've been doing this week, they sought an increase of a wonderful drug. After a few It's too late in the year to screw 
lat~ly; this~is what I see: about 25% in their budget allo- beers,' the things that get you up now, but the opportunities to 
The S.G.A. and the Status cation. What did we get? Basi:.. down can't get to you anymore. do so will be many. Be earful, be 
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Living ..... ; ....... 15 tle of the budget" took place be operating with roughly the of the most dangerous drugs in Who am I to tell you this? No 
between the people who allocate same budget as this year's. I fig.;: the world, too. After a few days one, really. But I thought I 
money -the S.G.A.- and the ured they'd give us somethi.ng, of drinking- and there are very should tell you anyway ... you 
people who want money- fine but I was wrong. · few of us who've rtot, at some might want to give it some 111118 .. 1111111111 ....................... . 
·and diligent people like the edi- I figured we'd go i.n saying time o,r ~n,,other;, strung a· few thought. 
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·letters to the editor ••• 
InMemorium 
To the Editor. 
Dr. Rohen Larson will not be 
lini~hing out the academic year 
\Vith the political science majors 
ol the Class of I 985 who 
struggled through so many of his 
courses. I .ct us pause to recall as 
wt..· make our way toward com-
mcntccmcnt, the things for 
which Dr. I .arson stood. 
They were not all that com-= 
pkx , really. Or. I.arson stood 
for a game of hasehall and an ice 
cn:am t:onc. under free skies in 
an untroubled land. He stood for 
the gond old things, the things 
which when all the experiments 
in -nq!atinn h ve failed, Wt' 
cleave to -tightly and with long-
ing like the exhausted to a rest-
ing place on firm and level 
ground. 
Greatness is an elusive thing 
for many a man: harp to define. 
luird to achieve. Dr. Larson was 
a great man. His mind grasped 
firmly the ingredients, his deeds 
hcspokc his greater understand-
ing, and he was devoted to the 
service of others. Those who we 
account as great arc selfless. 
after all. · 
Let's never forget Dr: I .arson. 
He should be with us at com-
mencement all the same. 
Patrick Menf{e., 
Singers Lauded 
Dc~n Dr. !dkrles, and then asked if you could vist 
WRAMC while vou were in 
D.C. It· is througl; such effort~ 
that we an: able to enjoy the 
wonderful talent of groups like 
the Bridgewater State College 
Charnher Singers. 
On ht:halr of the ,patients and 
slill I ul Wailt.T Recd;\ rmy M_cd-
ir:d Ct:nter. I \Vant to thank you 
,111d thc- BridgL'water State Col-
kgc Cham her Singers for the 
\.·xcel lent L'nncert you !WVe in our 
hospit:il on 15 March 1985. Thank you for comming to Wal-
ter Reed Army M cdical Center 
!b1..· higher calibur music~d skilL and we sincerely hope that if you 
'"ith the beautiful harmony of -or any other group from your 
t hl' Yoiccs brought a most wel- college is in the area, they will 
;.·(1m~ break in hospital routine include us in. their performance 
and raised morale beyond. men- · plac-ls. 
sure. \VL' deeply :\f)prcciak the· 
tirnr and effort that you m1d the 
··11.ldL"nts took to share your tal-
~nt with us. · 
We deeply appn:-l'iatc Barry 
Cohen's effort in making your 
vi~it possible. He saw a notice in 
the Bridgewater State College 
Alumni Association Newsletter 
Wi.'ihing you and the .students 
continued success in all your 
activities and much good health. 
\ 
Sincerely Yours, 
A. Toni Yager 
Program Director 
Patient Recreation· 
lfl.fiA & USSR 
... Ui; Unite 
Carrie Kulick Editor-in-Chief 
As I sat as a Pro-Tern in my former horseshoe seat during SGA 
budget hearings last Tuesday night, I wondered if I took budgets 
as seriously as "some" members of the SGA. I almost felt as if they 
thought the money that they were allocating was being taken from 
their own pockets, rather than out of the general funds collected 
from student fees. All semester, when money was allocated for 
non-campus related things, I heard "don't worry, the money is 
there". Well. the big exc1!se for the night was "we cut your budget 
due to insufficient funds." What happened to the zero balance 
The United Nations Year of the theory? Obviously attitudes must have changed over the past few 
Child:USA and USSR Unite months. 
At the Harvard Slavic Con- The larger clubs, namely the Ensemble Theatre and The Com-
ference which occured earlier ment were most affected by these budget cuts. The Bridgewater 
this year. Prof. Christina Reor- Arts Review had to fight tooth and nail to receive funding for 
dan gave a report on her shcool publicity. It was suggesteo that they hold a fund-raiser to pay for 
visits to various parts of the publicity, not that they didn't have enough to do already. The 
USSR. From the USSR, Prof. Ensemble Theatre was told that they, could come back in Sep-
Reordan brought about 50 tember to apply for more funding (and so were many of the other 
children's painting. These paint- _clubs whose budgets were cut). I was slightly confused. I was 
ings were exhibited here at BSC under the impression that the purpose of budget hearings was to 
only a few months ago. allocate money to clubs for the following semester. Cutting thes.e 
Now, children from Burnell's budgets and making clubs fight for activities that would only 
school have completed paintings benefit the college community se.rves as a: detriment to the purpose 
that have been brought by Sue for which the SGA was created.· 
Cook to the children of the With apathy running rampant.on campus, one would think that 
USSR. This effort has been people would commend clubs for their actions rather than ask 
encouraged by ·teachers as well them to be put through the whole process again. I foµnd the 
as both governments. This year attitudes of some (not all) senate members rather demeaning. The 
is celebrated by the United Comment budget, or I should say staff, was under fire for 2Y2 
Nations as the year of the Child. hours of nit-picking, and after all that was allocated $195.00 more 
The Russian Club has been than Ways & Means original recommendation. I found many of 
proud .to participate in one of the arguments were trivial and did nqt focus on the issues, but 
New Englands finest endeavors. rather upon the personalities involved. 
The Russian Club recently One of the major items that was denied was a service contract 
invited Sue Cook who teaches for the Compset machine and printer (machinery we use to .type 
English and Russian literature at· ·out the paper) which would l_ast for one year and provide periodic 
Duxbury High School, to speak check-ups and maintenance on the equipment. They refused to 
with us about the culture of the ·pay for the contract but did agree to pay up to $2,500 in repairs if 
USSR. We were quite fortunate need be. The rest would have to be paid by The Comment. We....-ve 
to have Mrs./ Cook with us had two breakdowns of the machines already this semester that 
because she not only has read cost almost $2,000 in repairs. The service contract would have 
much ah~u.t the Soviet _Linion, been a preventative measure had a major breakdown occured. It 
but has v1s1ted several times as also, by virtue of periodic check-ups, may have prevented costly 
well. T~us~ Sue Cook wa~ a relia- repair/ replacement of the m~1chines in the future. These machines 
ble choice to carry the p1ctures. are worth over $10 000 a~iece. I don't think that $2,500 is too 
The Russian. Club. R.r,es~~Ei@llll'~'""' ""'Wftrarf~jfr~ir~~~l'F@~tHfiffl~m. 1'1~~~~A @ap tJP$2Jl'16 iii 
Yvette T. Swain and a member maintenance costs is a drop in the bucket in comparison to what it 
of the club Paul Goulart hold would cost for a service person (who by the way gets about$ I 00 an 
some of the pictures painted by hour to fix the machines). The service contract was proposed as a 
USA children. This picture was preventative measure for years to come. An ounce of prevention is 
taken only a few days before worth a pound of cure. l would like to thank Anne Mclaughlin, 
Mrs. Cook left for ~he USSR. Dan Darcy, Steve DiClemente. and Jacqui Gravel for their sup-
port of The Comment during budget hearings. 
I felt that fighting over two rolls of paper and four bottles of 
chemicals and. half of the cost of night-security were trivial things 
to fight about in the scheme of things. To top it all off, Treasurer TYPING SERVICES 
Resumes, Labels, Reports 
Couerletters, Thesis, Etc. 
The views expressed as Commenl- · Nadine Lucas, Heidi Berry, Ralph Plotke, Nancy Collins, and 
other members of Ways & Means,(I should say "ways to be. 
mean") didn't want clubs who did not show up for the meeting to 
receive funding for the following semester. In the past, clubs who 
did not show up for the hearings were assumed to be happy with 
Done on a word processor for 
quick changes and/or updates. 
Dianne 294-8240 ($5.00 min.) 
aries and Letters to the Editor are soley the 
opinions of the author, and are not necessati~v 
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their allocation and was usually passed as is (at least for the three 
years l was on the SGA). 
I found this hard to swallow when everyone is screaming about 
apathy on campus. No club was allowed to present a proposed 
budget unless they resubmitted their constitution, held elections 
of new officers. and ultimately prepare a budget for the next 
acad.emic semester. In my mind, effort was more than demon-
strated qn the part of the clubs, considering the lengthy process 
they had to go through to get to this point. 
I am also highly disappointed by the lack of support shown by 
fornwr Comment editor Greg Mathis and former Managing Edi-
tor Deb Santheson, both SO~ members, to this year's Comment, 
not tQ mention the Comment budget itself. When I entered the 
position of Editor-in-Chief; we were left with. budgetary difficul-
ties considefi.ng that more money was spent the first semester than 
was thenormal practice in the past. We had very few supplies and 
even li;:ss information as to how to go about reordering them. 
When I asked for help, very litt.le was offered. I still to this day 
thank Stuart Gardner and Chris Harwood who Qoth helped us get 
on our feet and to make the strides that we have made. 
I can understand the previol/-S staff spending more money, for . 
they .were unsure of the future of the paper. I can also more than 
understand them not coming around the office due to serious 
burnoul, butl cannoJ understand erasing the computer disks or 
their overall' negative attitude toward the then new staff but I 
guess that's life and l guess its true you can count your real f rieiids 
on one hand. 
.. .:-,, 
."( ) : , .. 1' • I , . -. ~ 
Getting back tofhe SGA, l also feel that in the past fe.w months 
the SGA has begun to overstep it's bounds in matters that don't 
concern them. The Post-Audit Committee a new committee set 
up ~y the Senate, is presently investigatin~ FIX, a food delivery 
service to dorm rooms on.campus. l'he committee seems to in this 
editor's opinion, be holding clandestine meetings all dire~ted at 
!he demise of one individual. If they (and I don't mean all of the 
SG~) would con~entrate on their own affairs, they ·would not be 
having as many internal problems. After all. they are not the 
watc.h~ogs_ ?~the .ca~pus, and on,Iy h_ave as much power as the 
.. , .• , . , ,:•, : , ;~~:;;~s·~f \;f Q l11~".'.~ • .\~?f' 1~ •• ~~~>~?.~ .i: :~~rY,/~P1~\I in t~e 
~ditorial continu~d ·a'n. pag~ '14 
lillllll 
Editorial 
Total Agreement ??? 
By ning unchallenged. very 23, it would appear that no one 
Michelle Lombardo important issues in the campaign wants her job. Yet, if so many 
News Editor. will be lost. people have complaints about 
In the last election for SGA the funding of clubs, why isn't 
As I sit here looking at the list 
of people running for SGA 
office, I can not help but notice 
the number of individuals who 
President, way back in someone running against her? 
December. when Denis Law- Lucas. who has been involved 
rence ran against Ralph Plotke, with the SGA since her freshman 
a major issue was the use of stu- year. is a hard worker. She has 
are running unopposed. The 
lack of opposition grants a man-
date to those candidates who 
stated their positions on issues 
without being questioned. This 
situation creates a great deal of 
laxity for the candidate and their 
campaign committee. However. 
I feel the need to question such a 
situation as a student. 
dent money for private promised many times to do her 
.. invitation-only" SGA affairs. job the best of her ability, and 
Lawrence was the victor, and his indeed no one can doubt her 
opposition to this type of devotion. Yet students have 
expense won him many supper- questioned her decisions, both 
ters. Now Lawrence is running mildly and in tirades of anger. It 
unopposed. Checking the next would appear that at the time 
position on the list of candidates, when explanations could be so 
As a great lover of politics. I 
have always enjoyed elections at 
every level. They are a time when 
questions can be asked. and dis-
cussion of current events 
receives top newsworthy impor-
tance. Further, elections provide 
the chance to get answers from 
incumbents that otherswise may 
never have been extracted. The 
forum of poll times gives even 
the most ardent supporters the 
opportunity to challenge the 
actions or'their candidate. When 
else during politicians' terms do 
elected officials so actively seek 
the advice of their supp~rters? 
When else are they. so in touch 
with the views of their consti-
tuency? Someh·ow when all the 
incumbents for the major posi-
tions in the campaign are run-
I find that John Beaton. who ran necessary. those who disagree 
uncontested in his original bid with her have sunk •... o the 
for first vice president and is run- woodwork. Lucas, I would have 
ning uncontested again, has been to say (and again without indi-
an ardent supporter of the SGA eating any support or malice on 
banquet. as a sign of apprecia- my part). has received a 
. tion for all the work the SGA mandate. 
does over the course of a year. The last three positions on the 
Without criticizing the opinions executive board include: Dan 
of either of these two men, since 1 Darcy for second vice pr~sident; 
have malice toward neither, l Heidi Berry for assistant treas-
must question how the student urer; and Paula Dunn for execu-
body can so strongly support tive secretary. The Senators for 
both positions. It appears rather the classes of 1986 and 1987 are 
paradoxical that the students also without excitlso do not need 
can support both Beaton, who an election. since those running 
worked very hard in planninp are running uncontested. I 
the SGA baquet, and Lawrence would have to assume that every 
who has promised to veto it. student in the school believes 
Incumbent treasurer, Nadine these people to be the most well 
Lucas, is also running unop- qualified, since no one has chal-
posed. Despite the often angry lenged them for the positions 
Commentary 
criticism that was leveled at her 
at the budget hearings on April 
By to wait another two years before 
Richard Wallwork the administsration realizes that 
Contributing Writer the demand for communication 
As a sophomore majoring in courses has and will continue to 
communications at Bridgewater increase? Or will I have to go to 
State College; I face 2 years of another school which will mean. 
uncertainty. I am uncertrain as moving further from home and 
to if I will graduate in 2 years. going through all of the prob-
This is not because I am a poor lems that transferring entails? 
student-my grades couldn't be I want to stay here. the courses 
much better. Nor is it because I I have had so far have been great, 
am a part-time student. and I've met alot of terrific peo-
1 am uncetain because, as a ple. I enjoy this school and have 
communications major, I can made many friends here. But if 
not get any communicatio~s our department doesn't get more 
courses. Our department is , professors to meet the demand, 
small; it is sq small that they can- thereby disallowing me to take 
not provide enough cour~es to required courses, then I will have 
meet the demand. There· simply to leave. How many others will 
aren't enough professors. Bear- have to leave? How many will 
· ing this in mind the d~partment have to take summer courses? 
has a pre-registration day, How many will change majors, 
designed to ~nsure tha~ cornm_un- or get turned down for a major 
ications majors are given pnor- or minor in communications? 
ity to . courses over stu~ents in I write this with the hope that 
other disciplines. So while they the administration here will take 
rnust tolerate long lin_es _and notice, of our. serious problem 
closed classe~, c.ommumcat10ns and do something about it-now! 
majors have 2 such days. Furth- I have talked with Dr. Litvin, 
ermore. many students such as head of our department, and I 
myself w~!!ed for over two hours , will talk with the Vice President 
at pre-registration 2 weeks ago, of Academic Affairs as well as 
only to find th~ clas~es we· the dean of undergraduate stu-
needed, ~losed V:'1th_ ~ile-long dies, with the hope of putting . 
waiting lists. This is mexcus- and end t9 this problem. For 
able!! those of you who are also com-
I have committed myself to munications ·majors arid who 
this college under th~ assura~ce know what I'm talking about, I 
that they would provide me with • urge you also to take. action. 
a four year degree pro~ram. Yet Write to these people of our 
I look at my own ex:per~ence and experiences, or better yet, talk to 
tl}ose of others Uumors a~d them in person. We. can make a 
seniors) and I wonder what will difference, but only if we make 
happen if I don't get m~ courses our problems known. · 
in coming semesters. Will I have 
Business Opportunity 
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The meeting of th~ Senate for 
April 23. 1985. Can't say much 
about attendance this week. 
There was barely a quorum. 
Also can't point fingers, since 
Senators drifted in and out all 
evening. But in any event (and 
budget hearings are an· event), 
the meeting was called to order, 
the minutes of the previous 
meeting approved, and the 
financial report read. 
· The following committees 
presented reports: Elections, 
Ways and Means, and Legisla-
tive Affairs. The Executive 
Report. from President Law-
rence contained a request for the 
Pledge of Alegience recited at 
the start of the Senate meeting. 
. Guess What? No old business. 
And New business? Oh, yeah! 
And it is time for budget hear-
ings. The .following clubs had 
theif budgets approved. amid 
heated disciHsrfJ.ft~"' on many 
points: APEX, Arts for. All,. 
Biology, Bridgewater Arts 
·Review,· The Comment, Dis-
abled Coalition, Ensemble 
Theater, Forensics, bterna-
ticmal Students, NISH LA, Phi-
losophy, Psychology, Russian, 
SAMS, Political Science, Chi 
Alpha, Social Work, . and the 
Women's Center (See related 
stories!). The budgets for the fol-
lowing clubs have been held up 
due to lack of representation: . 
No bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested 
rush self-addressed envelope: Mailers' 
Asso~iation'; Dept. AR-7CEG .• PO 
's~:X it'io, WobClstoek, 11. 6009~(' · · 
4 paid Churchs.chool 
teaching positions available 
1 % hoursonSundaymornings, 
September through May, in 
Scituate. Small classes; 
currieulum provided. contact 
J~ni~· t'uibtir,t,5~5;3g99: ,J . 
~ t.! .,~.~ ~~Li)~i~~.: 
' Accounting and Finance, Earth 
;~1 SGience· and Geography, ·and 
). 
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On Monday, April 22nd, 
S.A.M.S. (Society for the 
Advancement of Management . 
Science) was fortunate to have 
Mr. Ray Shamie lecture to the 
club and also to many other 
interested students. 
Most people know Ray 
Shamie from his political back-
ground in which he recently 
made an unsuccessful bid for 
U.S. Senator. What most people 
do not realize is that Mr. Shamie 
is one of the most successful 
entrepreneurs in Massachusetts. 
He is a man who is very strong 
minded and one who is not 
afraid to stand up for what he · 
believes in. 
Mr. Shamie lectured to the 
audience for about 35 minutes in 
which he briefly touched on his 
Senate campaign. but mainly 
concentrated on the areas of 
entrepreneurship and the way in 
which one can be successful in 
business. 
After the lecture, the most 
rewarding part of the evening 
took place. While refreshments 
were served, about thirty people 
formed a circle around Mr. 
Shamie and asked questions 
covering both his political and 
business background. Most peo-
ple were impressed with how 
thorough Mr. Shamie answered 
each students' questions. Mr. 
Shamie felt extremely comforta-
bl~ and it seemed he could speak 
all night long. Finally, when 
every possible question seemed 
to be asked and two hours had 
passed, Mr. Shamie was 
escorted to a room in which sev-
eral pictures were taken.Joining 
Mr. Shamie in these pictures 
were Ray's wife Edna, ·Faculty 
moderator Carlton Donchess, 
S.A.M.S. President Michael 
Romano, Vice President Greg 
Gelineau. and P.R. Director 
Teresa Jennings. 
Special thanks go out to all 
who attended and made the 
evening a tremendous success. 
Former Mississippi 
Governor to Speak 
On Monday, May 6, at 2:00 Governor Winter is an experi-
p.m. in the Martha Denison enced political figure, having 
Rondileau Room of· the competed in seven state-wide 
Maxwell Library, former campaigns during his career in 
Mississippi Governor V.'ill!am Mississippi state government. 
Winter will deliver the annual 
'"Artemas Hale Lecture" of the 
Political Science Club. 
All members of the College 
Community are cordially 
invited to attend. 
"Common Problems in 
American Education: Improv-
ing Teaching and Learning" is 
the topic of Governor Winter's 
address. 
During his· tenure as the 
Governor of Mississippi, he led 
·the fight to develop and imple-
ment the mo.st sweeping educa-
tional p9licies C>f any state in 
the nation. 
Currently, Governor Winter 
is a Teaching Fellow at the 
John F. Kennedy School of 
Government at Harvard Uni-
'versity. 
A graduate of the University 
of Mississippi, "Ole Miss," 
Communications. 
Also under new business were 
the appointments of members to 
the Post Audit Committee. 
These Senators include Tom 
Fol7y, Christene Quinn, Kathy 
White, Dan Darcy, and Brian 
Jenney .. 
He made the improvement of 
education his "number one 
priority" during his years as the 
state's governor, he says. After 
his sweeping refor~s failed 
three times to win approval by 
the Mississippi legislature, he 
called a speeial two-week 
session and pu~hed the bill 
through in December, 1982. 
The reforms included state-
wide kindergartens, . teaching 
aides in the 'first thre.e grades, 
performance-based accredita-
tion of schools, and encourag-
ing Mississippi teacher educa-
tion students t~ pursue studies 
in science and mathematics. 
·There was also a compulsory 
school attendance law. 
"I look forward to coming to 
Bridgewater and meeting with 
students and faculty interested 
in education and government." 
The last order of new business 
was the funding 0f the SGA ban-
quet. The motion passed by a 
slim margin and only after sev-
eral Senators asked if they could 
pay for .their own meals. 
That's the news folks, in ;its 
dryest form. Enjoy! 
The Corn.1.11ent 
Irish Love & Laughter 
Bridgewater State College---
"A n Evening of Irish Love and 
Laurdller'l.s coming to Bridge-
water State College on Thurs-
day, Friday, and Saturday 
evenings May 2.3,and 4th, at 
8:00 P.M. in the Student Union 
Auditorium. 
The Bridgewater State Col-
lege Ensemble Theatre will pres-
ent three one-act plays each 
evening-••spreading the News" 
hy Lady Gregory, "Bedtime 
Storv" b\· Sean O'Casev. and 
.. Wi~ners~· (from ··Love;s") by 
Brian Frie!. 
'"Spreading the News" by 
Lady Gregory. who was one of 
rhe foremost playwrights and 
participants of the Abbey Thea-
tre 1n Ireland. traces the misad-
\·entures that befall Bartley 
Fallon through the consequen-
ces of rumors and gossip in 
in::land. 
FL YING 
Sean O'Casey's "Bedtime 
Story" follows the misinterper-
tations of a hypocritical young 
man through the wonderful gift 
of language and laughter that the 
Irish possess. 
"The Winners" from the play 
. ··Lovers" written by Brian Friel 
covers one idyllic morning spent 
by two young lovers who are 
planning their marriage: In their 
present laughter of youth, future 
hazards are lurking. Brian Friel, 
a well-known Irish playwright, 
lives a few miles outside of berry 
in the village, Muff, of County 
Donegal. 
Lee Dunne, Professor of 
Speech Communication, will 
direct the plays accompanied by 
her staff of Kim Nolan (Assist-
ant Director), Mary Wood-
(Stage manager), Professor 
Arthur L. Dirks (Designer-.' 
/ T.echnical Director). Michael 
TYPIST 
"Let Dllr FI n!)er~ . Do Your. Typl ng• 
lo'IHTE 80M1 PAPEl IVORY LA.10 fUHSlt l'AP£k 
Each Page •••••••••••• Sl.00 Eu:h Pa~ • • ~ ·• • • • • • • .~ • $3.ZO 
I Each P1ge llll!lble Spaced ••••• S2.00 Ea.ch ~·~ Double Spiced • • • ; • $2.20 
J Envelopes •••. • ••••••• S .20 E~ve1~s ._. • • • • ~ • •• ~ .• S .ZS 
; Prompt, Neat Profeuional . 
·includes one photocopy-
f 
We also do newsletters, envelope stuffing, and mailing labels 
Our typists are experienced and well trained Special projects welcome·call for pricing 
PhoM: 697·814: or 697·6065 
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Total Agreentent 
they are seeking. Only 1the class 
of I 988 provide.s a race with five 
students running for four 
positions. 
So what is the reason for all of 
these unchallenged positions? 
There are two possible answers. 
The first, as I have already said, 
is that the entire student body 
agrees totally with the view-
points of everyone running and 
approves completely of the job 
that everyone has done in the 
past. This conclusion seems 
unlikely at best. The second 
answer, which is that no . one 
cares, is probably more likely. 
The SGA controls a budget of 
slightly less than $200,000 of stu-· 
rlent fee money. And before eve-
ryone yawns and turns the page 
think about what the SGA does. 
It funds the clubs and organiza-
tions on campus. This system 
allows students decide where 
student money is going. If this 
job were turned over to the 
administration, st,udents would 
have less of a say in how they 
wanted their money spent. 
The SGA also represents the 
· ~iudents voice to the administra-
tion. When the students have a 
complaint, the SGA provides 
one channel through which they 
·can be heard. The issues the . 
SGA has attacked this year 
include the parking situation for 
Woodward Hall· women, the 
dorm increases, the Athletic Fee 
Committee problems, and the 
smoking policy for the buildings 
on campus. These issues were 
only fronted by the SGA. The 
people who the SGA were 
representing were the student 
. body, and if the stuqent body 
does not provide any feedback, 
then the representatives in the 
Senate can assume the response· 
is tacet approval. 
One type of feedback is letters 
or personal response to the SGA 
members. A second, for th9se of 
you who may not agree with 
what the SGA has done this 
year, is to run against those who 
you do not agree with. Of course, 
there is one sure way to support 
or not support someone who is 
running, and that is,to show up 
at the polls on Thursday and Fri-
day ·and vote! If you agree with 
the can.didates, cast your ballot 
in their favor. If you disagree 
with them, write in someone else 
or ·cast your ballot blank. Not 
voting does not mean that you 
don~t like what their doing or 
that you don't like the choice. All 
it means is that you did not vote. 
Norton - (Assistant Technical 
. Director), Christopher Torey 
(Assistant Designer), and Denise 
Wallace (Costumes). 
The following students are 
members of the cast for the 
plays: "Spreading the News"-
Patrick McCarron (Magistrate), 
Eric Pegnam (Policeman), Gre-
gory MacKenzie (Bartley Fal-
lon), Dorothy Scammon (Mrs. 
Fallon), Terri LaPierre (Mrs. 
Tarpey), Leticia Riel(Mrs. 
Tully), Michael Hall(Jack 
Smith), Bo Decker(Sean Ear-
ly),and Ed Miller(James Ryan): 
"Bedtime Story"-Tom Poirier 
(John Jo Mulligan), Bethany 
Barry( Angela Nigh_tingale), 
Michael Hall(Halibut), and 
Darlene Violette(Miss Mossie): 
"The Winners"- Eric Pegnam-
(Joe) and Judy Partington 
(Mag). 
Lee Dunne and her staff are 
pleased to have Bridgewater 
State College alumna, Ann Brit-
ton, who will be playing the role 
of the narrator in "The 
Winners". 
"An evening of Irish Love and 
Laughter" tickets are available 
from the Theatre Business 
Office, open Monday through 
Friday from 9:00 AM. - 3:00 
P.M. in the lobby of the Student 
Union Auditorium. Ticket pri-
ces are $3:00 for the college com-
munity and $4:00 for the general 
public. For reservations and 
more information, call 697-1321. 
The Alumni Association of 
the Bridgewater State College is 
..Dosting a dinner theatre party to 
oe held before the Saturday 
evening. May 4, performance of 
"An Evening of Irish Love and 
Laughter". There will be a cash 
bar cocktail hour at 5:30 P. M. to 
be followed by a traditional Iri~h 
dinner. of· Limerick Ham and 
other Irish delicacies . at 6:00 
P.M. Tickets are $12.50 per per-
son, and are available from the 
Alumni Office. For reservations 
and more information, call 697-
1287. 
THE FIRST IMPRESSION YOU MAKE WILL BE ... 
YOUR RESUME 
LET WORDEX HELP YOU TO DESIGN A PROFESSIONAL LOOKING 
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-science majors (computers, physics) : 
• We are· relatively new in concept, but : 
call for an interview and we'll explain t~e : 
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Hiedi To the Class of 1987: 
Berry Speaks 
Hello, my name is Heidi Berry 
and I am running for the posi-
tion of President of '87. 
As election time approaches, I 
feel we should sit back and "look 
at what our class leaders have 
done over the past two years. If 
nothing immediately comes to 
mind, don't feel frustrated-there 
is nothing to look back upon. It 
is time for a change! 
Our junior year is a very 
important one socially as well as 
academically. It is my opinion 
we as a class could sponsor many 
campus activities which could 
benefit ourselves and the college 
community. These activities 
would not oniy draw our class 
together ,but would also create 
lasting memories of our college 
experience. 
. Currently I am Class Senator 
1in the S.G.A. I have enjoyed 
representing you and working 
for you; I would like to continue 
to do so as your President 
On May 2nd and 3rd please 
take the time to vote. lt is only 
through your concern that com-
petent leaders wil1 be placed in 
office. 
Thank you for your time and l 
hope you will consider me as 




To the editor: 
With the elections for student 
trustee not far a way it has come 
to my attention that one candi-
date intends to try and win re-
election for the position he now 
holds. 
What I see in Mr. Steve T. 
DiClemente is a bright, young, 
intelligent person who can do the 
job of being a student trustee. 
Mr DiClemente in my great 
opinion is not only a fine trustee 
,but an excellent history major 
with a great future ahead of him. 
I urge all of my fellow students 
who believe in good, honest, 
dedicated~ leadership to vote for 
Steven DiClemente for student 
trustee in the next election. 
Mr. Steven M. Fanale 
Nancy Collins 






Candidate: 2nd V. P. 
Marybeth Longra 




Responsible" In the Ru.nnin 
To the Class of 1987 
g. • • 
Hi. I would like to take this 
opportunity to introduce myself. 
My name is Denise Lawson and 
I am running for senator of our 
class. I have never held an 
elected office before but I feel 
that I am responsible enough to 
give this office what it nee?s. 
The office of senator is an 
important office for the stu-
dents, for it is through your sena-
tor that you may communicate 
your ideas and complaints about 
the way the school is being run. 
As your senator I will listen to 
and act on your ideas and com-
plaints to make things work for 
you. 
Our class hasn't shown· muc 
interest in the SGA in the past 
and I hope that this will change. 
Please show you care by voting 
May 2nd and 3rd. When voting 
please keep me in mind. I am 
willing to work for you. 
. Sincerely 
Denise Lawson 
Elections for SGA positions and class officers for next year will 
be held on May 2 and 3 in front of the bookstore. The candidates_ 
are: 
President ............................. Denis- Lawrence, Jr. 
1st Vice President ....................•.. John J Beaton, Jr 
2nd Vice President ............................ Dan Darcy 
Treasurer ......•........................... Nadine Lucas 
Ass't. Treasurer .............................. Heidi Berry 
Executive Secretary ........................... Paula Dunn 
Senator-At-Large ........... ~ ........ Thomas W Foley III 
· · · E .. Edward Miller 
Ralph Plotke 
Michael A Volpone 
Senator of 1986 ............................ Nancy Collins 
Marybeth Longra 
Senator of 1987 ........................... Denise Lawson 
. Gregory Cooke 
Mary Elizabeth Wood 
Senator of 1988 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Darcy Fernandez 
Peggy Hayes 
Brian Jenney 
F Scott Longo 
Erin McDermitt 




Officers for the Class of 1986 
President ................................. Audrey Dipatto 
Phil MacDougaJl 
Vice President . : ............................. Glen Roberts 
_Secretary ............................... Paula McNamara 
Treasurer ................. · .................. Erin O'Shea 
Publicity Director ........... : ............... Juanita Cope 
Social Director ............................ Sandra ·Muniz 
Officers for the Class of 1987 
President ............. .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Heidi Berry. 
Vice President .. ,. ..............•.......... Christine Hayes 
Secretary .................................. Connie Nadeau 
Treasurer ...................•............. Denise Lawson 
Officers for the Class of 1988 
President. ............. ; ................. Darcy Fernandez 
Katie Sheehan 
. · Thomas "Benny" Malloy 
Vice President ............................. Eric C Loring 
Secretary .................................... Paula Dunn 
Christine Despres 
Treasurer .. · .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patricia Grieco 
Publicity Director ........................ Michael Volpone 
Social Director • R ~ . "·.,. ·" · 
•••.•...•••.•.. ' ..••.. ' ... '' c'\.enee rvl lltguy 
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Prince and the Revolution 
Aruund the World in a Dai' 
\Varner Brothers . 
rich chords and a warm voice ing at Tuff Gong Studios (Mar-
display a unique and pleasing ley's studio in his later years) and 
approach to the blues in particu- with prime-engineer Errol 
lar and music ill general. Now if Brown, they have to cover the 
only he'd write more of his stuff. important rasta-themes. The 
Heartbeat has the sam~ repu- title cut is a seething call to arms 
tation for up 'and coming reggae against the political and eco-
artists. As a subsidiary of the fas- nomic oppression in Jamaica 
test growing independant label (the capital, Kingston, . has 
in the country (Rounder), among the worst ghettos in the 
they've been able to collect some Eastern Hemisphere, and native 
great established bands. black Jamaicans are not consi-
Resisiance is the third Burn- de red citezens): Not all is as 
ing Spear record on Heartbeat, bleak and militant: Holy Foun-
and a truly remarkable effort. tain and Jah Say give religious 
Though not as strong as their and morally uplfting messages. 
last, Fittest of the Fittest, this The subjects aren't your cup of 
still skanks out the beat better tea? Not to worry, the beat is 
Alligator is known for putting'- than most. easily dancable and the lyrics are 
Magic Coming 
out some of the most well The Spear has been burning easily ignorable. Spin it at home 




Sisters of Mercy 
First and Last Oiul A !wars 
' Merciful Release -
I w·ould feel horrible if I said 
that I didn't like this record, but 
where's. the raunch, the anger, 
the drone, the horror? 
It has {more or_less) 
disappeared. 
The main problem is the pro:-
duction, too much of it. Over-
dub bed harmonies, smooth 
flowing chords. Everything is 
just too textured and tight. 
I really miss the haunt of their 
Reptile House EP. This was no 
doubt their best. 
Another big problem is the 
fact that this is a full-length 
record ( 10 songs in all). Sure, I -
have been waiting -months for 
this release, but the previous five 
singles and EPs were so flawless 
that it only made me yearn for 
more. 
With a ten song LP, one is 
forced to .weed out two or three 
cuts which stand above the oth-
ers, while (unfortunately) leav-
ing seven or eight behind. 
Personally, Possession, Some 
Kind of Stranger and · I:ogic 
stand out above the others. -
If the material were released as 
two _or three EPs, I would have 
-nothing but praise. But I am 
forced to be cynical. 
- My advice is, buy the record, 
listen to it for a few weeks, then 
hide it for 'a _month, then listen 
again. . 
The Sisters are better than this 




Following up the superb Trea-
sure LP, is the newest release 
from this Brittish trio_. Newly 




school paper looks good on a 
resume (hint, hint, seniors), and 
I am newat this editing stuff (this 
· - is my third issue). 
The debate continues in the If you want to better your 
classroom and in curriculum' chanc~s of getting a job, further 
- commitee meetings regarding your educatfon, or just plain 
whether the school should edu- write for us,. contact me in The 
cate or prepare students for jobs. Comment. office or Jeave your 
It's a standing fe. :I .that may name an(j phor:ie number (or 
never be resolved, but if your other method nf contacting you-
interest is in furthering a eareer, my telepathy skills just aren't as 
· it helps to be involved in clubs of · sharp as I'd like). · · 
all types. Why is this on the Thanx for reading. Support 
entertainment page? My resour- and criticism are always 
ces are in music and literature, welcome-if well founded and 
not theater, film, art, dance, or semi·fotelligent. Let me know 
social events. . these are all wbat.'s out there. . 
·' neede4 to fpq:h.es¢ page~._andJ,. 1., Keep an eye.onthis spac.e .. ~~d 
:·fran*iy,.: ···dan't·'''"know~•·!~nottghi ··~ntayb~''Y01f"t1-ttfch·y6ur-rtimt:tih 
about them. Publishing fo·.th~. a :hylfo_e> · · · · - · 
aquired bassist Simon. Ray-
monde joins up with Robin 
Gut.hrie and Elizabeth Fraser to 
produce some of the most grand, 
powerful music 'anywhere. 
· -The fout songs contained on 
this record (A ikea- Guinea, Koo-
Winning Films Shown 
k ab ura, Quisqose, Rococo) The award winning films of 
illustrate the band's-ability to the 10th annual New England 
become surreal and undoubta- Film Festival. will be shown in 
bly distinct. three major screenings presented 
Raymonde's basslines, work- by the Arts Extension Service 
ing skillfully with simple, boom- and the Boston Film/ Video_ 
ing drum pattern's allows the Foundation and sponsered by 
, guitar of Guthrie to shine. This,- the Boston Globe. The four win-
accompanied with the beautiful ning films and presentation of 
voice of Elizabeth Fraser seem- awards , to filmmakers takes 
ingly creates operetic effects. place on Fri~ay, May 10,at 7 pm Fr~~e.r's vocals <:ire nearly at the Berkley Performance Cen-
100% incomprehensible, yet her ter, Boston. Two additional 
ability to exchange pouts and screenings of the winning and 
falsettos 'with the music is what Honorable Mention, films are 
sets the Coctaeu Twins into a held at the Boston· Film/Video 
special realm. Foundation on Saturday, May 
• With each previous release, 11, and. Sunday, May 12; at 8 pm 
the Cocteau Twins seemed to each evening. A third screening 
establish such such extremes in on June I and 2 will also be held 
corp.position that improving or as part of the 8th New England 
stretching these - extremes Arts Biennial. 
seemed possibl'e. The New England Film Festi-
- However, the Cocteau Twins val recognizes the excellence bf 
have brokeri ne_w ground each indendent and student filmmak-
time, and with extrordinary ing acheived by New England 
success. filmmakers. The Festival aims to 
provide a forum in which film-
makers may exhibit work, view 
work by others and exchange 
ideas, as well as provide access to 
quality independent film for a 
wide audience. 
Tickets for the Screening and 
Awards Presentation at the 
Berklee Perfor'mance Center are 
available in advance at the Ber~­
lee Box Office, all Ticketron 
outlets, Out of Town, Strawber-
ries Reco,rd S to pres, or by cal-
ling Concert Charge, 497-1118, 
or Teletron, 720-3434. Tickets 
will also be availabe at the door. 
For information, call 266-7455. 
For information for the Screen-
ing of the Award Winning and 
Honorable Mention Films :;i.t the 
Boston Film/ Video Founda-
tion, call 536-1540. Tickets are 
available at the door. For infor-
mation about the Award Win-
· ning ·and Honorable Mention 
films, call 545-2360. 
Greatproductionandtheabil-~--~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­ity to progress forward beyond 
knowledgable expectations is 
what sets the Cocteau Twins on 
. -.......... 
such high ground. 
Everything But The Girl·. 
When All's Well 
Blanco Y Negro 
bands, they seem to have a great 
knowledge "of the thin line where 
substantial ·accoustic pop 
becomes. wimpy pop fluff. 
It would be .. mean· not to like. 
this record. 
months, but lacking of a distinct 
~otind, making it easy to over-
look the record. -
Out of the five cuts, Evil Exhi-
bition is certainly the most mem-
orable. Gloomy, pounding 
horror-rock that would scare 
Gargoyle Sox' away the paperboy._ 
As the Master Sleeps... . Oh, so close and yet so far!"lt's 
T-.Jacy Thorne and Ben Watt Mailster Records , just that there are too many -
are arreighties· version of Adam bands that try to pull off this 
and Eve. It's almost sickening I like this .record and l want horror-rock thing, but only a few 
how well they sound together. everyone to know it. Sisters of that actually cio it. . 
Their latest pop-folk venture Mercymeet Birthday Part! meet I wish that Gargoyle Sox 
is as good as always: uptempo Hula. The only proble1:11 is that pul.led hard enough. They're 
acco. ustic me .. led_ie_s ... that leave i.n the ~~ff?~t t~,--sc;H~·n.4·} 1~~ th~J.e1~t~ym~... . 1 , . . , ~ .. ·· · .... -.. , · · ' ·' -· ·.- · -· · ' h eth1' ng 1s lost It is den- Mayb· · "t t' 1 ' 1 . everyone smHmw:..:·:~·"fhe~,- g·o()(j_ t ree, som . . · · . - .. . . e nex 1m~. :: , 
.. ~thi:og.abGut.·~¥~:N.tbif\.g,.-JIAtJp~.,.· .. ~~Jely..th~J>.~$t ef{oru.o._.-?Jes.h lhe-~ •"_Qtber.~"~~arlb~ltik.._!:uts. . ..are;. .. ~- ~ ~ 
·G··1- ·· l"k· · -r. th - · - · · .. ·- -t1· - · three·that I·have heard 10 recent ·Succubus and Sickness -- - dr , is, un i e ,o er. accous C- . . . -
-- .. . . _ · 
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surgical procedure. 
We all know he took his on-
stage moves from Sly Stone and 
James Brown and his guitar 
playing from his lack of under-
standing of Jimi Hendrix. Here 
the sound is more integrated, 
relying heavily on the 
pshecedelic-soul roots of the · 
Isley· Brother, et al. No more 
screaming guitar solos at rti!end 
of the song ,added as an after 
thought. And no rehash of the 
old stuff either. He must have 
listened to a few Adrian Belew 
(the arvant garde axe-master 
protege of Bowie, Zappa and 
Ferry) records .. Prince adds a 
more layered percussion sound 
with tamborine and finger cym-
START YOUR CAREER NOW 
Earn money and work on Fortune 500 
Companies' marketing programs on 
campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each 
week. We give references. -
Call 1-800· 243-6679 ' 
Ford and Lincoln ·Mercury have .... · . $400. for graduating seniors·toward t.he 
purchase of selected cars andtrucks. 
Fmd Motor Cretf:! also has preapprover:l r.;redit for quniified graduating seniors. 
Offers end August ·1!:. 1985. For mo1·e informatioocall Ford CqHege Graduate. 
Purchase Pr"gram 11eadquar.ters at 1-800-lat· 1536. 
; -Monday, April 29, 1985 The Comment 
bals. He's ~t classical and East-
ern influences-from violins and 
cellos to an oud and darbuka. 
This is a better integrated 
musical effort than Purple Rain, 
showing a music'l.l depth and a 
slow side. Aside from the songs 
already on the pop stations, 
Conditions of the Heart should 
be played heavily on late night 
love music shows. And America 
and Pop Life2 should tak~- the 
dance floor by storm .. <..;<:::' 
Purple Rain was a diverse 
record, but sounded like a series 
of seperate songs. This is a uni-
fied series of songs that are 
linked by a common sound. 
Those of use sick of the Prince 
craze and remember his first 






1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to each. 
winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. 
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by 2:00 p.m. 
on the Friday following the issue date. Only one entry per contest-
ant. Comment employees are ineligible. 
3. There can only be two winners a week, thats all we can afford. 
so when there are more than two winners we'll have a lottery. 
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College students. 
f acuity and alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the Com-
ment se(:retary between the hours of 9:00 a. m. and 2:00 p. m. A 
valid1.D. must be approved by the secretary: -Phe entry should. 
include the answers, your name, address. and telephone number. 
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of the Comment. 
6. The person(s) with the most number of correct an.swers will be 
eligible to win the passes. 
CONTEST NUMBER EIGHT 
l. How many feet make up one fathom? 
2. How many teaspoons in one tab\espoon'? 
3. Who did Georgetown University beat in the \984 NCAA Ba~s­
ketba\\ Championship? 
4-. What is the most abundant mincra\ in the human body? 
.,.., ;··.·~ho ·war the ··only acn:rr whtrnrat1~"Ttre-mrmrhi·orr-·frrrm"·tfre'""··~t,, .... , ... 
movie M*A*S*l-i to the tv series M*A*S*H*?' 
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER SEVEN 
ARE: 
Steven Fana!e. and Elizabeth Kelly 
Congratulations to our winners. This week we had four people 
each with t'he sall1e number of correct answers, so the winners 
were picked out oVthe envelope by a blindfolded editor, We only 
have two pair of tickets to give away, so we apoJogizeJo th~ other 
contestants who w~re not selected. The tickets are good ·for any 
General Cinema theater and can be picked up at The Comment 
office. 






T .B. Testing Clinic 
There will be a T .B. Testing Clini<: in the 
Health Service, Tillinghast Hall, Friday May 
3, 1985 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Testing is 
free and all members of staff and faculty who 
have not been tested in the .past 3 years are 
encouraged to take advantage of this clinic. 
All students who will be teaching, observing, 
or doing an internship . are also advised to · 
take advantage of the clinic. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
·,CS ational company has; 
. immediat~ openings for college 
students .. Full and parttime. 
Flexible Jtours. Above average 
earnings. Scholarship bonuses. 
,CaQ lead to high level 
'managerial position upon 
graduation. 584-8892 ·or 1-800-
.322:4421 · I ' , , " •: 
8 The Comment Monday,,April 2.9, 1985. 
Experience: 
The parachute not only maintains the attention of children in the clinic but is also an 
excellent tool for developing social skills. 
By Geraldine Bryant 
Contributing. Writer 
The Children's Physical 
Developmental Clinic is . a 
unique program. servin1? sp~­
cial needs children rangmg m 
age from eighteen months to 
twenty-two years. lt is 
devoted· to the psycho-II_lotor 
(play/ sport /recreation) and 
social improvement: of. the 
children. The ·clinic' holds 
eight Saturday morning ses-
sions each semester from 7:30 
a.m. until noon. Students in 
most majbrs and . concentra-
tions from Bridgewater State 
College participate in the 
·program ~s clinicians .wo~k­
ing on a one-to one basis with 
a child inthe areas of: · 
_.:Early intervention · 
· -'-Physical Fitness 
-Perceptual ·Motor 
Development , 
-Basic· Motor Skills and 
Patterns· 
-:-Individual and Gro?p 
Games 
-Aquatic Skills· 
- Rhythmic and Dance 
Skills 
~Recreation and Sport 
Activity 
Jim Storey, a junior clinician, helps to develop bal-




Mark Pelletier shares the ''joy of 
the intr,insic rewards of the 'Clinic 
A Clinician's day begins at 
7:30 ,.l.m. when· he .or she 
arrives at :the Kelly Gymna-
sium and poorto·help_set up 
equipment. Coffee ·and 
donuts are th~n serv~d to all 
clinicians followed by sma.n 
group meetings. with. their 
group · 1eader •. At '8: 15 a.m .. , 
clinieians. have an ppportun-
fi:y to hear a guest speaker 
addressing medi~al, psycho-
logical and educational needs 
of the children.· By 9:00 a.m. · 
the· children begin to arrive. 
Be· a 
There is nothing . more· 
delightful and satisfying than 
to watch ·and greet the child-
ren as they come to the. pro-
gram on Saturday morning .. 
,Jt is· fulfilling to see" their 
happy faces and to know that 
tliey are eagerly lor king:for- _ 
ward to c.oming to ;:i.~e, work 
and play with .their clinic'ian.-:·~ 
By· 9:30 a.m .. ; things have 
begun to roil: Each clinician 
is with his n(her .child work-
ing on activities· -plartned ·by• 
the clinician(with the help of 
his/ her .. group :tea~~t). fot~the7~ . ~ · 
day .. Andd~:~far.~:iPest·.cijni~ :<·· -
Maria Mauro,. currently .a senior, pro-: 
, __ ., .:.vidf$n~cess,qry}g~~(s/Q"t11Ce.r:rndeticour~· ·: · · .· · 
. ', ·:-·-:·:<<-~·:::aiement, to>a:·ihiliP-W.itiidizi:·on.··1i,~<·> :·: ·:··-·._ 
. staged bar: .-.-.-.·.-. ····-'.\'. :.·::.· · · · · · · · · · · · 
Clini 








success" with his child...;_ one of · 
~cian 
'********** les tori· 





MO'riday, April 29, 1985 The Comment· · 
Anne-Marie Jarry's assistance proves most valuable in developing· 
water orientation skills. 
Sue Terpak gets a real uhigh,, in assisting her child's 
development of self confidence and directionality 
skills. 
Sue Melenski's child is determined to 
cians can realize the time, it is 
11: 15 and time for the ·child-
ren to depart. By 11.,: 30 the 
equipment is put away and 
the clinicians gather in the 
gymnasium for mee_tings in 
which they .review the success 
with their, child and to plan 
for the forthcoming week 
with their· group leader (a 
seni.or student). 
The ,Clinic program is 
directed by Dr. Joseph 
Hul;>er with the help of Pro-
fessor Johanne Smith and 
ten to twelve student group 
teaders. It is the largest group 
.on campus with over 90 stu-
dent c}inidans and over 70 
special needs children 
enrolled. ·The Clinic ·ha~ 
proven to be a - satisfying 
exp~rience for students 
knowing that '.th~y are 'help~ 
ing .a .child to re~ch his or her 
fullest potential; physicaU~e. 
intellectual.ly, emotionally, 
and socially .. 
· Clinicians represent most 
majors bf the Bridgewater 
St~te Cc:.mpus. These include 
the following: 
-Art 




· ,E.lem,entary ·Education 
-Health Education. 
~Man~gement Science 













The Clinic is now accept~, 
ing applications from an stu-
. dents interested in applying. 
Applications may be 
·obtained af Dr. Huber's 
office,,· rm:: 103 in the Kelly 
Gymnasium. . 
. , , , . :.·;~.:.',~.H' . .-.~~,.,:-_ .· ... ·.complete ihe lad~erbli1J!lr'> .·;rJ' _ .·;': · 
~,• .·-! - ~ .. ~.. _,.,.':~ .•. -'!'"~~~.,/,.-;r,"~ '.., ~ ~ ~ '" ·~~~f•~ -• I ' ' ~ .... t ~·),':" :- .,·, .. --· ~-·,,_ • ~' ~,"' 'f.~<, '"'"i'"._ "a~~ 
. ..,·, ...... 
.Won't you come down and 
join us inour efforts to make 
a difference in the lives of the 
speCiaL nee,dS child~en we 
serve! we t.uarantee it wil~ be 
one of the . G10st rewarding 
experie.;ees of· your . colle,ge 
career~ 












To all of you preparing for the end of the school year and trying 
to figure out what you are going to do with your summer life(and I 
do not mean any extra-curricular activities at Union Street Sta-
tion P J H), let us pause at this time to begin the task ofreadingthis 
week's edition of From the Manager's Desk. 
The Cleveland Cavaliers have finally sounded their revilee, 
losing to the Celts in· four. But surprisingly they did not fall 
without a fight, something the Atlanta Hawks might have done if 
they played Boston in the first round of the playoffs. Cleveland's 
only hurrah w:.is the Game 3 blow away in Ohio. A fluke, accord-
ing to some standards, because Larry Bird was back at the hotel 
nursing a sore elbow. However I don't think it was a fluke. I think 
it was a ball game Cleveland deserved to win. Boston played 
1worly, witho~t Bird, and thanks to the poor shooting of ~he 
guards. K.C. Jones even admitted that the guards were takmg 
poor shots from the outside, without convincing themsel.ves to 
take the shots c9nfidently. It will take a lot more than confidence 
to beat Detroit and Isiah Thomas here in the second round. 
Frank Ir. I'm worried. 
And. if Bird docs continue on here in the playoffs, the post-
. season is going to be critical. Let's only hope it gets better, before it 
gets \\.orse. 
~ The Sox are out to their annual start of blowing road trips, 
h<n·rng fluke games versus the Yankees, and getting into trouble. 
All because of pitching, but not really from the starters so far, 
excl:!pt for Al Nipper and Mike Truhiljo who have had their share 
of had performances. Oil Can Boyd seems to be back in to his 
groove. while Roger Clemens has looked good so far. The goat 
however has got to be reli<;'ver (if fans can truly call him that now) 
Mark Clear. His downright worst perform'}nce of his major 
league career came in the Chicago series out at Comiskey Park. 
,Aft~r relevi[lg ~f;lemeE§~ ~~.9.;h~W <:;'bic;\s;osco,reless at l-0, Clea_r 
g<cive up 6 runs. Horriffic at best! Boston must begin to wonder if 
thev will ever taste sweet champagne in late-October, or go golfing 
at the .close of the season, while still chasing away th~ cobwebs. 
Carlton Fisk, come .back!!. 
Some great credit to the men's lacrosse team who have. had 
some great action this past week.The team, under new organiza-
tion. has been able to perform under the toughes,t conditions and 
have had ex.cellent matches so far, inducting a tough 7-6 victory 
over Division l N ortheaster!1. Roger Williams will be one of the 
next opponents for the team~ Go lacrosse! 
Attention those of you who were planning to participate in the 
wheelchair bask,etba/l game between the students and the faculty, 
scheduled during Awareness '85. The game has been temporarily 
postponed until sometime during the fall of '85. The Disabled 
Awareness Coalition reminds you if you have any questions to call 
the JI et er an 's Office at Boyden Hall. The campus extention is 
x1208. Off campus call 697-1208. · . 
i 
The desk is getting cluttered again sci I am going to leave you 
with this thought. "if you are the one'man·who cannot finish the 
"race. just do not drop out early. Be happy and continue as far a_s , 





The women's Lacrosse team Applications are available in the 
has been on a roll as of late win- Kelly gym lobby or Mike Sto-
ning three ,out of their last four rey's office. If you seem hestitant 
. games. This. week they trounced about competing get a team 
Mt. Holyoke (9-4), lost a close togetheF to split up the three 
Today is Friday, (the day I one to Wellesley (9-8) and eeked events: swim, bike and run. Its a 
wrote this) and it is such a beau- out a win against Pine Manor guaranteed good time. 
tiful day that I find it very hard (8-7). That leaves them a (3-S-I) The May 5th Charles River 
to write this column. My mind is on the year. Frankly, they have a C§tnoe trip is quickly filling up. If 
elsewhere thinking of beaches, good chance of getting over that you plan on joining us sign up in 
baseball games and barbecues. .500 mark if they can continue to Mike Storey's office ASAP. Bus 
But as the saying goes, "The play like they have been over th~ leaves the Kelly Gym on Sunday 
show must go on" and so must past two weeks. at noon and returning approxi-
this column. · The .team has been getting· mately around 5:00 p.m. Cost is 
The women's Softball team solid goaltending from Karen $3.00. How can you beat that. 
gotbackintotheirgroovewitha Rapchuck. Leading the offense SIDELINES: Congratula-
double shutout of Mt. Holyoke has been Ruth DeBesse, Sue tions to the men's lacrosse club 
(2-0, 9-0). The win raised their Larson, Karen Frederico, Alyssa for notching their second win of 
record to (12-6). Having solid Davis, and Cara Rintala. the season last Thursday against 
days for the Lady Bears were Anchoring the defense has been Northeastern (7-6). Hats off for 
Sheila Maloney (3 hits), Jeanne Pam Kelley and Jeanette Albee. a job well done both on and of 
Gately (3 hits). Jamie Strom had For the men's and women's the field ... Rumor has it that X-
a key two-run double in the Track teams its "peak" time for man Jay Parker may be doing a 
nightcap to start the team off to both. This past weekend the men centerfold spread to help pro-
their second win. Solid pitching took ·part in the MASCAC mote lacrosse on campus. My 
performances were put in by all Championships and the women sources are usually quite relia-
three BSC pitchers; Darlene competed in the Fitchburg lnvi- ble ... There was a meeting of the 
Dusseault , Michelle Currie, tational, which is their last shot women's soccer club last week to 
Sandy "Boo Boo" White. at qualifying for the NCAA ·s. go over next fall's season. Any 
The ladies traveled to Fitch- Last week at the BC REiays girls interested should contact 
burg State over the weekend in a Scott Yakola puli'fo a strong per- Mike Storey in the IM office. 
key MAS CC contest. The Lady formance in the s~eeplechase Rheta, where are you? There was 
Bears need to win the remainder coming in. fourth. Ed Bombard- a meeting of the BAIRS Club as 
, of their MAS~AC games if they ier set a school record in the 800 well last week with over a dozen 
are to have a chance at qualify- meter event with a 1 :S 4.6. Both interested students attending . 
ing for the NCAA . regional he and Cindy Lindh have quali- There will be another meeting 
. tournament. fied for nationals. this Thursday~ May 2, at 11 :00 
Meattwhile, the men's J3ase- The men's Tennis team am in the Ke11y 'Gyin. ·At this 
ball squad is still chasing that snapped 'their winless streak this time club officers will be elected 
elusive .500 m.ark. This week the / for the 1985-86 campaign; week with wins over Suffolk (5-
Bears split with Westfield State 4) ~nd Eastern Nazarene (5-4). Anyone. interested can come to {9-:-8,7-9)and got trounced' by. 'Thei{record is now (i-S). this meeting as well... Soft ballers 
Babson (14-7)' brin~ing .their Having solid weeks were sin-: Laurie Rota and Jamie Strom 
. record to ( 10-13). , gles play~rs George Troupe and lead the way for the whitest legs 
O:ne Bear who has. been on a Jim Storey who both had two on campus. Soon, however, the ~ear this year has been. center- victories. Playing. doubles, cap- all-Irish Strom will hold that dis-
fietder Tim Finnegan who is cur- tain Mark Desrochers notched a tinction solo .as the Italian/-
rentJy batting (.410). Tim has a coupie of wins a well. , PortuRota quickly bronzes to a ~hance t~ break the club rec?rd hi intramural play, playpffs golden brown. 
m total hits (40) and HRS (5) i.n a . begin this week .in both street ___ S_U_M_M_E_R_J_O_B_S ___ ,
~eason .. He had 36 and ~ gomg . hockey and softball. Check the 
mto .this past weekends four IM Board in .the Kelly Gym for 
games. . the playoff scheldule. 
Hopefully, the Bear~ did well Its less than two weeks bef~re 
over the weekend. against Wor- the 3rd annual BSC Triathlon. 
cester State and Fitchburg State~ 
$7 .50 per hour to start 
Full and part·time positions avai.lable 
throughout Southeastern Mass. and Rhod£• 
Island. No experience necessary. Start now or 
after exams. Some career openings. Call for 
info/interview 679·0030. 
because their schedu~ do~snl ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~eek, Get into the Bears Spirit. 
Waterus Polo~s ··· yo~~?wthe score. 




· Water Polo is a name of one 
of B.S.C. 's sports. It's name is 
taken from the latin waterus 
polous, meaning, to get in a pool 
and throw a yellow Mikasa ball 
into the other team's net and 
win. 
Let's look at an example in 
history. Oh, last Saturday comes 
to mind; The Bears w~ter·polo 
team travelled to Clark Univer-
sity hi Worcester for a mini tour-
nament against Clark and 
~Wesleyan (CT}. 
They were the Bears, yet 
against Clark they acted more 
like Vikings· o~ a· typical. viking 
raid. There was pillage and des-
truction, devastation and annih-
ilation. The Bears pummelled. 
Clark by a. score of 15-5. 
Against Clark, BSC shined 
and put on a clinic, demonstrat-
ing the quality, of offensive 
sho ofihg and' def etjsive. '.t3:ctics 
that a water polo team· ·should 
have. After taking a. 4-2 lead in 
the first quarter on· goals by 
Scott Goodrich (2), Bob Stanley 
and Pete Berthiaume, the Bears 
had the game in control. In the 
second quarter Clark went 
scoreless as BSC scored 5 more 
on goals by Stanley (2), Brian 
O'Neil, Steve O'Brien and Ron 
l)avies. 3rd quarter action saw 
goals by Clark Univ. (I), Bar- -
thiaume and Stanley. Stanley's 
goal was on a pass to the hole 
position from where he fired ~me 
of his patented backhand shots 
so fast that Clark's gqaltender. 
had ho idea of what wen.t on. 
Clark scored a~otr.er goal in the 
fourth quarter, but it was futile 
tum. Goaltending , for both Yes No 
games were Rich Faucher and o· . ·. ·. D·.·· · ..• · .., Chris Burt. Also playing were . 
Eric Nordling, Carol Piekalia 
·oo yotfWa.nt to be the 
only one who.knows 
when you use an early 
presnancy test? 
in their situation.. BSC's final 
goals were scored by Stanley, 
Goodrich and O'Brien (who· 
nailed in two more for a hafrick). 
and Kevin Burns. 
r=*l*X 
C:.ood l'<>od Served ()urc~ly. 
ti ()TLI ~I:. 
f3~7-S7~ti 
B.S.C. went on to play Wes- Pizza-·Subs 8 
leyan University after only a ten ~ 
minute rest and lost, 8-6, in a Salads ·~ 
game that would have had a dif- . ~ 
ferent. outcome if played at 2;;.:;~;;~:!~rry ·~~iii'~i~~ ~ 
D. o· . Would you prefer a test . . .. . . · · . . thatf's totallydpriva11te to per orm an tota y 
private to read? 
Would you like a te$t 
that's portable, so you 
can carry itwith you and 
read it in private? . 
··o o· Andhowaboutasimple, 
·· . · .. •· ·.·. · ·• · ·•··... :i:::~g1~r~== rh!f s 
easy to read and is 98% 
accurate? 
another Jim~., ·B$<; .. goal~, w.~te ~1 • f§l ~~~~by~•~hl~m~~~$~-~·.i;r;i?.~s&Thb?.UciijL~¢;~:d~~~~~~~~~~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~~· ley(2), Goodric]:l and Brad V1t- -
Monday, April 22, 1985 The Comment ll 
TO: Bridgewater State College students 
FROM: Bob Dolan - President, Vital Resources 
RE: Resume Preparation 
A Basketball 
Fan's Thoughts 
During my career in private industry I received thousands of 
resumes. The Personnel Department received thousands more that 
never even got to me. Ninety-five percent (95%) of them looked 
exactly alike, and didn't tell me anything about the person. 
Let me assure you: 
companies don't hire, an individual does. 
companies don't hire credentials, they hire people. 
corporate individuals will interview interesting people. 
A resume that looks and sounds like everyone ~lse's makes YOU 
look and sound lik_e everyone else! 
Vital Resourc7s is_a full service Marketing & Advertising Agency, 
located here ~n Bridgewater. If you are looking for a Competit~ve· 
Advantage, a resume that tells a potential employer who YOU are 
call me. ' 
I;ll tell you what the 600+_people I did hire had over the 
ones that I didn't. 
P.O. Bo.x 73 • Brjdgewater, MA 02324 • (617) 697~2453 
Cont. from page I 
Ballot box open, still containing 
the ballots from the previous 
.. ,~iilX:. Sh~: ,~~~§.,,~,~l~,J.~1J.~~J2.~llol 
box ·was locked when· it· was 
placed in Lawrence's office. The 
ballots were not counted and 
were discarded in order to insure 
fairness to all candidates. No 
clues have been discovered as to 
either the whereabouts of Law-
rence's keys or as . to who is 
responsible for tampering with 
the ballot box. It is not known if 
in fact the -:-ballots themselves 
were altered in any way. 
Men's Tennis 
ble-s match, yet· in second dou-
By . bles, Captains Jim Storey and 
Douglas Benson Mark Desroches came away vic-
Spor:ts Writer tors, winning 6-3,6-4; in third 
In the ·pa~t'=~~r~iri~::tf~8f. ~~~h10:~~,;e·~ro~~~h-t~~~~~:J 
Tennis Team has posted victo- E.N.C's hopes by winning the 
ries over Suffolk, 5-4 (on Satur- first set, 6..:0 and the second set, 
day, April 20); over Eastern 6-1, 
Nazarene College, 5-4 (on In Bridgewater's most reGent 
Thursday, April 25), and over victory the team clobbered Salve-
Salve Regina, 7-2 this past Sat- Regina, 7-2, with Dan Fellows 
urday. Currently the teams winniug second singles, 6-2,6-3, 
record now stands at 3-5. Mike. Davis captured third sin-
ln the victpry over E.N.C. gles,·6-1,6-3, Jim Storey winning 
both teams were tied three a in no.4 singles, 6-.:1,6-I, George 
piece after .the singles competi:.: ·Troupe taking no. 5 singles, 6-
. ti on, with Dan Fellows 'winning I ,6-3 and Rich Buchner winning 




As a basketball fan I often 
wondered what it would be like if 
the Boston Celtics never existed. · 
No one would have associated 
Red Auerbach and his old fogies 
stogies (the victory cigar) with 
the heralded Celtics Green, and 
there would never had been any 
parquet floor. There would be 
no Johnny Most or the nine 
championships in a row. 
The likes of Cousy and Shar-
man, the Jones or JoJo White 
would never have been. These 
players would have been on dif-
ferent teams and what was, may 
never had been. The Boston 
Centers, Russell, Cowens and 
Parish, would never had 
dribbled that ball on the parquet 
floor. There would have been 
those fantastic coaches, such as 
Auerbach, Heinsohn, Fitch and 
K.C. Jones and Larry Bird 
would have been winning cham-
pionships for another team. 
However the Celtics do exist and 
this year they seem to be on the 
march to earn that champion-
ship ring. 
The Celtics once again estab-
lished themselves as the no. I 
team in the NBA, postinga63-19 
regular season record. However, 
throughout the regular season 
and into the NBA playoffs peo-
ple have had doubts if the Celtics 
can repeat as champions; Much 
to the regret of aJI you doubtors 
out there." no team has found the 
Fellows trailed in the first set, 5-3 
yet came back to win 7-6, win~ 
ning the tie-breaker seven points 
to two, they went on to win. the 
match, winning the second set 
6-3. In third doubles Scott 
Longo and Mike Mc Vay went to 
three sets,· winning, 6-1,4-6,6-4. 
right formula for beating the 
Celtics, for if a team knew how 
to control the Celtics, the Celtics 
would not be where there at right 
now. 
Consequently, the reason peo-
ple doubt Boston will repeat is 
because of injuries to the starting 
five (Dennis Johnson, Danny 
Ainge, Larry Bird, Cedric Max;. 
well and Robert ,Parish) and the 
Jinxs. , 
If you've been reading the 
Sports section lately these 
injured Celtics, beat the Cleve-
land Cavaliers in the first round 
of the Eastern Conference NBA 
playoffs, 3 games to I; people use 
the excuse that because Boston 
and Cleveland scored the same 
amount of points over the four 
games played, Boston had a 
tough time beating a very poor 
playoff team and thus they will 
not repeat. Yet people do not 
realize that Cleveland went 34-
26 over the last 60 games of the 
regular season and in the process 
defeated Philadelphia four 
rimes. 
But what about the Jinxs, you 
say. For, l suppose the Celtics 
don't have any say in that mat-
ter, yet you have to remember 
that this franchise has the best 
player in the world, in Larry Joe 
Bi~d, the best record in the NBA, 
63-19: the best coach in the NBA 
over the last three years, in K.C. 
· Jones, and the one team that has 
won a greater percentage of 
championships than any other 
pro team in the history of sports. 
Prediction: The Celts in SIX 
. over L.A. for the champions~ip. 
The last home game wil! b~ ~ ... : 
played tomorrow against 
UMASS-Boston at 3:30 p.m. 
and theri B.S.C. will conclude it5 
season on Thursday, May 2 at 
S.M;U. 
Primary elections have been 
rescheduled for Thursday, May 
2 and Friday May 3 in front of 
the bookstore from I 0:00 to 
3:oo. Final elections for Student 
Trustee and Prsident '88 will be 
held at a later date. 
Jim Storey coming awaybwith .a Two new doubles pairings 
6-4,6-2 decision in no. 4 singles were tried out with Co-Captain 
and George Troupe winning the Jim Storey along with Dan Fel-
no. 5 singles match, 6-3,2-?,?-4; lows playing first doubles and 
In doubles competition ·scott Longo and Mike McVay 
E.N.C. was able to take.the lead playing third doubles. In the first 
(4 games to 3) after the first dou- doubles, Jim Storey and Dan 
Celtics in Playoffs 
********************* 
Geneezei%i ~ 
See Crecrtn & ]a.frer_y 
ALL STOnES OPEN 7 DAYS 
Our new West Bridgewater Store is only 10 mi~_utes awayat 
the Junction of Rtes 28 & 106 in West Bridgewater. 
We are open until 9:00 p.m.- seven nights ~er ·week, ·and we 
feature the finest and most tasty i'ce crE?am you've ever had, as well as 
' the freshest and finest bakery products anywhere. 




The playoffs are off and some 
teams have already swept their 
first round series, while Utah 
upset Houston yesterday after-
noon in five games, and San 
__..,. Antonio and Denver were meet-
~ ing ·in game five of their series iC last night. The other teams were iC resting up watching the Celtics 
........ haye trouble beating the Cleve-
'"" land Cavaliers. These Cavs did ~--· not -have top quality talent like 
"l" the Celtics have, but it did not 
__.., seem to bother them. In the first 
'"?' two games the Celtics held large 
-iC leads going into the fourth quar-i' ter. However that did not stop 
~ the Ca vs from coming back and 
'"l' making a game . out of it. The i' Celtics fought for their lives to iC win those two games (at the Bos-
All HEADS & ROLLS SLICED ON PREMISES i( ton Garden). The third game was 
NO. SCITUATE HINGHAM DUXBURY HANSON ~-· notevenarealcontestasfarasl 
88 Country Way Hingham Centre Hall's Corner Rtes. 27 & 58 "'1' am concerned. The Celtics'were 
545-p989 749-5249 93H246 293·1313 iC playing without Bird as the 
Open 7-9 Open 7-9 Open 7 A.M.-6 P.M. Open 9-9 . i(' Cavaliers controlled the whole t VISIT OUR NEW STORES IN WEST BRIDGEWATER & BROCKTON i( f::~"·,~~:e~ou;0~0~~~e~1~~ g;*i; e_ n.~;·~~,~~ .S:-: .. F ~,: ~~~;~~,f ..F,.8t. '?rt Q 4a(1 tg! ~ :~~ ~~~ ~~:i \~:P.~~~!~~: 
.aJlll'l•·• .. •*~•*---~ •• ~ lll!Wat·-·'w""iiiiil'' ·.._ .. -~*·· ii'.'"iii'1!'f...iii''.~~· ii~~~ ... · ii. li:.iiii .. Jll\ ··•1"'llii:.J!liii ...... iiiiiii-~-.... iiil·-···~·~· ~llillilll. 111· a· .-.-_..~·~u<iks'·.\Vithotw ,BiFt:foNtLwi•u·-0e ~1.''1 f,f,tH ·b,1·; ,·i·.!n\1•,10G J::'.r{:i! 
four in· a row for the Bucks. 
The Celtics are playi~g rusty 
basketball, and. are dealing with 
injuries. They need Larry Bird 
healthy. And if he is not, it is 
going to be tough to repeat as 
champions. 
Around the NBA 
The Celtics moved out to a 1-0 
'lead in the best of seven Eastern 
Conference semi-finals with a 
133-99 romping of Detroit. The 
Pistons had just come off a 
~weepof the New Jersey Nets. 
Utah upset the Houston Rockets 
down at the Summit in Houston 
yesterday afternoon 107-96 -.~o 
move on to play the winner of 
the Denver/ San Antonio game 
played late last night in game five 
of the Western Confere'rice 
quarterfinals. 
The Lakers won their opening 
game of their Western Confer-
_ence. semifinal over the Trailb.-
lazers of Portland: . So the 
pfayoff picture looks this way: 
Eastern Conference 
Boston vs. Detroit · 
Philadelphia vs. Milwaukee 
Western Conference 
Lp$ ,t}ngeles v~ .. Portl~11d , , 
,·~.:,;V!~~).ry~,/:-Qe~w~r .pr, •. i~~Jl 
1>i~JiliW,n\q-:-d: •.:ir.oi:; I7JH1!,· J: H,-r;1 
r~! t~~:~J- \~ .... t t:• '•Lt~-.~ t•.J '"'f.:.:t ,·~ f~ ~-~ I,• 
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HERITAGE 
The sun poked through the 
clouds at noon on Saturday 
and, right on time, the fourth 
annual Heritage Day Parade 
stepped off, with bands 
playing, floats moving, and 
sirens and horns wailing. 
Led by BSC cheerleaders 
and members of the football 
team, and followed by dozens 
of antique automobiles and the 
Oliver Ames High School 
"Tiger Band" (the first of three 
bands), the parade left the 
lower parking lot at Great Hill 
heading for the center of town 
where large and enthusiastic 
crowds of spectators awaited 
them. 
It was the largest Heritage 
Day Parade so far at Bridge-
water State College -- 19 
floats were entered_ by various 
student groups and organiza-
tions in a lively competition for 
trophies and prizes, and when it 
was all over, here were the 
results: 
0 President's Cup Grand 
Prize and $150 cash went to Chi 
Alpha, the Christian Fellow-
ship organization which put 
together an imaginative float 
that included live doves. 
0 Second Place and $100 
ca.~k went :to Pope. Hall fqr .i;ls:~. 
"There's No Place Like Pope" 
float. Dorm President Lauree 
Morency and her team worked 
hard on this entry. 
D Third· Place and $75.00 
cash went to Sigma Chi 
Fraternity whose '"Born in the 
USA" float featured important 
historical events in American 
history. 
Those were the overall 
winners~ in addition, each of 
the four divisions had indivi-
dual awards, and those were: 
0 Division II - Greek Organi-
zations: Sigma Chi be·at out 
very tough competition from 
Kappa Phi Omega (who took 
first place last fall in the 
Homecoming competition). 
Kappa's float, developed under 
the leadership of President 
Jeanette Humphreys, high-
lighted the history of sororities 
at BSC. "It was a real tough 
choice," admitted the judges. 
··very, very close." The judges 
also had kind words to say 
about Alpha Upsilon's entry as 
well, and they enjoyed Phi Beta 
Sigma's entry too. 
0 Division III • Residence 
Halls trophy went to Pope 
Hall, which had to fend off stiff 
competition from Woodward 
Hall, Scott Hall (the "Scott 
Hall Clown Patrol") and Shea-
Durgin (whose float featured 
beds crowded together, illus-
trating quite graphically how 
Shea/ Durgin is when school 
opens each fall). 
0 Division IV - Clubs and 
Organizations - The Student 
Union Program Committee 
put together a clever and 
imaginative entry which looked 
like a sing-along in the 
Rathskeller that had everyone 
along the route stamping their 
fe.et (including, the judges}. 
D Division V - Clubs and 
Organizations II - top prize in 
this division went to the 
Ensemble Theatre for its rendi-
tion of the upcoming Irish 
program me group is hosting. 
The scene was an Irish pub, and 
the judges liked it a lot. 
Other entries in the two 
divisions for clubs and 
organizations included great 
floats from the Class of I 988 
the Chess Club, S.A.M.S., th; 
Basketball Cheerleaders, and 
BSC Athletics. 
Parade Coordinator Andrea 
Kaufman, Class of 1985, said, 
''I don't think we can say 
enough about how hard all the 
students worked on this year's 
parade and what a terrific job 
they did~ The quality of the 
floats and the imagination they 
displayed were very impressive. 
This was the fourth annual 
parade, and every year the 
entries keep gettin.g better and 
better. And so do the crowds 
watching t.he parade -- we 
estimate about 3,000 P<:<.ople 
turned out along the route to 
enjoy it." 
The Heritage Day Parade 
Committee expressed its 
thanks to Denis Lawrence, Jr., 
Student Government President 
and Parade Marshal, for his 
- •· """ ·"· ·" 'S'tl ffpe.:ilf "'lle:fif1 i!t·m1:,~~ttt1.1tl1~iF~fftjto~:c0 ': •• • 
and to the Student Govern-
ment Association, whigh 
provides the furiding and is 
intrurnental in the planning 
each year. 
This year'sHonorary Parade 
Marshal was Mr. Harold 
Goodnough, Class of 1925, 
who with his wife rode in the 
parade with Denis Lawrence. 
Miss Kaufman, on behalf of 
the Committee, expressed her 
thanks to all of the organiza-
tions which participated, and 
also to key members of the 
College staff, including Mr. 
Joseph Perry who each ;year 
helps, as she put it, "in a 
hundred different ways," and 
Mr. Louis Perry, who employs 
his good relations with area 
contractors and businesspeople 
to help acquire trailers and 
trucks for floats and works 
with. town officials to enlist 
their co.operation with the 
many details which go into the 
parade. 
"We'd also like to express 
special thanks to those busi-
nesses that provide the trucks 
and trailers -- such as Silcon 
Trucking of ,West Bridgewater, 
Gabriel Trucking of Bridge-
water, Collins Rigging of East 
Bridgewater, Prophett's Equip-
ment of Bridgewater; Isam 
Mitchell of Brockton, Century 
Lumber· Company, and 
Pickett's Garage. Their coop.;. 
era ti on is just tremendous." 
Miss Kaufman also singled 
out for ·special Mrs. Roz 
Morrison, secretary in the SGA 
office, who personally makes 
many telephone calls to acquire 
trailers for the parade. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Through May 24-The Anderson Gallery presents the 2 Jst Annual 
S~ude'!t Exhibition running through May 24. The juried exhibit 
will display the work of senoir art students and Master's candi-
dates in art. The Gallery is open Monday through Friday from 
8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Admission is fre~. 
Through Ma~ ~4--The·Student Union Program Committee pres-
ent~ the. exh1b1t, Recent Drawings by Edward McDonough, 
which w1H run through May 24th in the Student Union Art 
Ga~l~ry. Mr. McDo~ough is an alumnus of the college, and a past 
recipient of the Senior Art Award. A Graduate Teaching Assist-
ant a: the Burnell Lab School, he has taught art in the Rockland 
Pubhc Schools. The Gallery is open Monday through Thrusday 
from 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. and 6:00-8:00 p.m. 
April 30-The Bridgewater State College Astronomy Observatory 
will be .open for stargazing on Tuesday, at 9:00 p.m. (The observa-
tory will only be open on a c1ear night). Visitors will view the 
moon's crater. mountains, and "seas" as well as some of the 
?righter double s~ars that populate the sky this time of the year. 
fh~ observatory 1s located on Summer Street in Bridgewater. 
Dance Corps will hold a meetingTues April 30th, 1 l;OOa.m. in 
SU-1 .. An exciting year, next year so come, Please and see what 
your feet can do! 
(also April 30) 
---------Women's Softball against Western New England 3:00 
p.m. 
----------Men's Tennis against U /Mass Boston 3:00 p.m. 
·\,fa) lst--Carec:r Planning and Placement last workshop on 
Re.rnme ne\'e/pomenl for heK;nners. , 
.:fay 2,3.4--The Ensem~le T~eatre presents, An Evening of Irish 
_1:on· anti I .. augh1erwh1ch will be presented at 8:00 p.m. in the 
'.'itudt.:nt U nton Auditorium . Tickets are availabale from the 
I heat re Business Office in the Lobby of the Student Union Audit-
· ':riu1n. The prices are $'.toO BSC and $4.00 for the public. 
~\i1a:y t-:..l.u~t Career Planningan<i Placementworkshop .. Resume 
!k_vt'lopement for Beginners" 
.,,..,:.wi..1"·~1r.,M11>""' °""'!iflil"JM"~'~""'"'-~·--,.-,~·--· ,.,...  ._,,.;,.· , , , 
· . ., tay "2 ~:::ml~ n ·s Snsem'1Tf a'gi1 i"'n srstoifeni1T"'COTrege"~·ou· ·p:m: ., · 
\1ay 2--Thurs,day : The New England Aquarium hosts a free 
i~cture given by Roger D. Sto·ne, Vice Pres1dent for Communica-
~ \()ns, Wprld Wildlife Fund, U.S. entitled "Sharing 1he Earth wi1h. 
Animals''. 
May .4--7}1e ..;t lwnni Association is hosting a dinner theatre party 
to be held before the Saturday' evening performance of An Even-
ing of Irish Love and Lau!(hter. There will be a cash bar cocktail 
hour at 5:39 p.m. to be followed by a traditional Irish dinner of 
Limerick Ham and other Irish delicacies at 6:00 p.m .. Tickets are 
$I :.!.50 per person. and are available from the Alumni Office. 
{also May 4th) 
--------Women's Softball against Salem State 11:30 a.m. 
---------Men's Baseball against Salem State I 1:30 a.m. 
--------Men's Lacrosse against Plymouth State I :00 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement: 
May 4--Job Fair 9a.m. -/p.m. State Street in Norh Quincy, MA. 
60 Employers. All levels of positions iri variety of fields. . 
May 15--Job Fair JOa.m.-7p.m. Westgate Mall, Brockton Ma., 
Co-sponsored by The Brockton Chamber of Commerce, Private 
Industry Council. Self-Help, Division of Employment Sercurity. 
Job Temporay Services for m0 re, information ton tact Arnold T. 
Koch,Newsome & Co., Inc., (617) 426-4300.' 
, A search is on for a new" Americas ~iss Charm." Over $100,000 
in Scholarships, Prizes and Awards will be presented at the 
National Finals, July 30-August 3rd in Washington, D.C. This is 
open to all females ages 17-25. For more information send a long, 
stamped, self adressed envelope to America's Miss Charm Search, 
P.O. Box 7246, Jacksonville, N.C 28540, (919) 455-9643, 
Monday-Friday 9a;m.-5p.m. (EST) 
There are still spaces Available for a weekend i'n New York (May 
IO,) J, 12). The cost is $55.00. If anyone is interested, ~lease see· 
Patrick McCarron, Social Vice-President of the Ensemble Thea-
tre (697-5417). Please respond before April 30th. 
Dieter's DUema? Do you have a friend, roommate, or know of 
someone who seems to have bad eating habits? Do you suspect she 
may be heading towards anorexia or bolimia? 
A fellow BSC student of yours, who is a recovering bulimic, 
knows and understands many of the problems you are going 
through and would like to share her experience witli you and her 
approach to recovery.Meet. with tis in the Plymouth County 
Room (Opposite the Student Union Director's Office) every Tues-
day Evening 7-9. · · 
Summer Workstudy students are needed forNashua Fres_h Air 
Camp in Greenfield N.H. for more information contact Holly 
McCarthy at Wood hall ext.. 23.50. 
Editorial continued from page 2 
lot.hose members of the Senate to whom this does not apply, I 
apologize to you. I am convinced that the majority of senators 
really care about the student body and I even think that some of 
those things are being done, in their eyes, in the best interest of the 
student body. I think it is time to put things into perspective and 
for those involved to reevaluate their position while their credibil· 
ity still remains. 
_ This h~s been eating at me for the last two weeks. It feels good to 
tmally air my thoughts. If I haven't been assassinated this week 
I'll be writing to again next week. ~ame paper, same space. : 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
PLEASE ... 
We want to help you select 
the right car and acces-
sories for you and your 
budget. We'll tell you about 
leasing, too! 
SERVICE? 
Miskinis has won virtually 
every service award given 
by GM in the last three 
years. 
SELECTION? 
. We have the largest 
Buick/ Pontiac inventory 
anywhere, and it's 
demonstrated by 
k~.ledgsablepeople. 
We'll listen to what you 











Because we are the Largest Buick! Pontiac dealer in 
the country, we have volume prices. We tailor 
financing or lease .packages to your pocketbook. 
... 
MISK:N\S Buick/~~!u IRI 
1000 Main Street/Rte. 28, Bridgewater 
Rte. 24 is parallel and just west of us. Don't know the routes? 
Call collect for directions 697-3113 or 580-0813. 
~ 
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Mail check or money order to 
Cristal Moore, P.O. Box 2606, Taunton, MA 02780. 












Free to t\11 
E.S.C. Students 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
We are a large national 
corporation that is interested in 
students seeking a business 
career. Management and 
marketing are our specialty. 
Join us part·time during your 
school year/fulltime for the 
Summer and continue to grow 
with us after graduation. 
Call: 583-1000 






Found: Did you lose a piece of 
Jewlery in Tilly Cafeteria? See 
Paula in 230 Pope. 
For Sale: Manual Smith-
Corona typewriter. Good condi-
tion,$50 or best offer. See 
Donna, 16 Wood Hall or live a 
message at ECLC,ext. 2278 
For Sale: 1970 Chevrolet 
Caprice, 350 automatic. green,b-
lack top and mint interior. Pre-
cut holes for your stereo, 4 
doors, A GREAT BEACH 
WAGON! $700 Talk to me 587-
5791 
For .Sale: 1982 Honda Nigh-
thawk cb650se Blue/ Silver trim, 
Sissy bar, case guards. 8500 
miles just tuned. excellent condi-
tion Frim $1400 looking for 
quick sale. Call 697-1477 
CAPE FOR THE SUMMER 
Room for I or 2 girls in Hyannis-
port Rent $600-700 for the 
summer. 5 minute walk to beach. 
Call 586-2472 
SUMMER ROOM: A large tn-
ple bedroom available June thru 
August for $135 a month plus 
utilities. Ines. Full Bath. Kit-
chen, and Living Facilities. Less 
than I OOyds from Campus. Call 
John, Jim. Kevin, at 697-1028 
For Sale: AM/ FM Stereo with 
Cassete / 8-track, as king e I 00~ 
Manual Typewriter, asking $25; 
1973 Ford Mustang.Mach l, 8 
-CYL 4bbl., rebuilt 351 engine. 
new battery, ale, FM stereo, · 
automa.tic transmission and 
power brakes, many recent 
~. . part~, 8:sk!f!~ ~4QOO .. C_all Lis~M-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ · :kti~'«t.6~9862.:leave~~~age 




My roommate met this girl 
that I really don't like. I think he 
is about to ask her out. I already 
told him that l don't like her, but. 
that was before she started com-
ing over all the time. Any morn-
ing now I'm going to wake up 
and find her drinking Orange 
Juice. She obnoxious! What 




Don't be dishartened there are 
only a few weeks left in the 
semester. I would try talking to 
your roommate again, maybe 
some type of arrangements can 
be made. If your roommate likes 
her, she must have some redeem-
ing qualities .. Be patient, I'm sure 
he doesn't like all of your friends 
either. If talking about it doesn't 
work, try a blind fold as a last 
resort, it may make living with it 




My boyfriend picks his nose in 
public. I hate it when that 
happens, but I don't know what 
to do about it. I believe it is an 
unconscious habit. P J, he is a 
nice guy and I love him dearly, 
but I find it hard to deal with his 
habit. What should l do? 
Signed 
Handpicked ~":,; ·.•W"h'''''" '" '-<•c ::i\'I·!'' ·.~ .• '~·.·: '':~··i~,.; 
~"Hand picked, 
Although, this is not the most 
unusual habit I've ever heard of, 
I most definately see how you 
::ould have a hard ti111e dealing 
with it. I would suggest the sub-
tle approach, if that doesn't 
work then I would suggest a 
more direct approach. This may 
not only be bad for your rela-
tionship but it could also effect 
him in his future life endevers. If 
you love him take him as he is. If 
you can't deal with the problem 




Taurus (April 20-May 20) Keep 
your head and pace yourself and 
all your academic endeavers will 




Think twice about a get rich 
quick proposition. 
Sagittatius (November 22-
Gernini (May 21-June 2 I) Just as December 21) You can count 
flowers blo~som in Spring, sb your real friends on one hand ... 
will your new relationship. 
Capricorn (December 22-
Cancer (June 22-Ju/y 22) Don't January 19) Don't put off things 
say no right away. Say maybe, you can do today. You may 
think about it and then SH no! never get them. 
Leo (July 23-August 22) Hold Aquarius (January 20-February 
your temper!!!! It might not be 19) Think of those you should 
worth flying off the handle. have thought about before. 
(Then again maybe it would.) 
~ Pisces (February 19-March 20) 
Virgo (August 23-Sept 22)When Be happy; things are looking up 
life gives you lemons... make this week. 
lemonade. 
Aries (March 21-April 19) If you 
Libra (September 23~0ctober · haven't done it already, its too 
22) Success is all in the way you tai.e to do it now! 
define it. 
Ways to be Mean Committee 
Signed 
PJ Word Twisters 
Mond~y, April 29, 1985 · The Conlmeni 
·-------------1· I WORDS OF WISDOM I 
I '1The person who never . doesl I anything, rarel.Y · likes anythingl 
I he does." I 
I Licentious (lise'n-<:hes) lackingl 
I legal or moral restraints. I 
I How do you keep a fish froml 
I smelling? . I 
I I I Cut ofl his nose. I 
I I I By I 
I Laura Clark I 
L Staff Writer I 
-------------
Word Search 
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Present this AD 
to Mom or Dad 
(They'll appreciate the hint) 
-----~------~-----~--------------~--~~------------------------------------
Bring'this ad 
· to Bridgewater 








.with any graduation 
special purchase 
Rte. 18 .. ·Campus }llaza. - Bridge-water, Ma 
j 
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